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Abstract

The applications of conveyor are increasing day by day in the manufacturing industries due to its flexibility and accuracy in material handling. Industries like packaging and food processing uses conveyor for the rapid production and less power utilization in material handling. In general only a single type of object like bottles or trays are monitored and controlled on a single conveyor in pharmaceutical industries. The trays on the conveyor are to be stopped at the required station and material to be filled in the trays on conveyor. This can be done using the induction type proximity sensors and load sensors placed at different positions in the system. The IR sensor is used for safety as interlock. In given system we can do the Design & fabrication of indexing gravity roller conveyor used in the packaging & transportation system in pharmaceutical industries. The number of trays/boxes to be filled can be set in the indexing sequence using pneumatics stopping arrangements & proximity sensors. Trays/boxes after reaching the desired output the system will be automatically stopped/start flow of boxes on conveyor. The output packaging fixed can be easily altered in between the process too.
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1. Introduction –

A conveyor system is a common piece of mechanical handling equipment that moves materials from one location to another. Conveyor systems allow quick and efficient transportation for a wide variety of materials, which make them very popular in the material handling and packaging industries. They also have popular consumer applications, as they are often found in supermarkets and airports, constituting the final leg of item/bag delivery to customers.

The Pneumatic Conveying is necessarily custom made conveying system & based on product characteristics, particle size, throughput capacity, number of sources and number of destinations. Each pneumatic conveying system is designed & customized as per the application popularly known as custom conveyor system. As the name suggests, a conveyor is a system helping conveying of various material from one (or more) input points to one (or more) outfeed points. With the growing automation, Arrowcon conveyor systems in India from Dynamic Industrial have now gained popularity in many industries, including the Loading Unloading Conveyors, Warehousing and logistics, automotive, agricultural, computer, electronic, food processing, food packaging, aerospace, pharmaceutical, chemical, textiles, Bakeries, woodworking and ply board manufacturing, bottling and canning, print finishing, packaging and so on. Although a wide variety of materials can be conveyed, some of the most common include packaged or unpacked foods, raw or processed, bottles and cans, automotive components, scrap metal, pills and powders, wood and furniture, cartons or bags, electronic or electricals etc.

2. Problem Statement –

The Gravity roller conveyor assembly normally involves the use of channels, rollers and shaft that are heavy by virtue of their structure and the material used as steel. There is only belt conveyor having indexing operating by
using electronics system but it consumes continuous power. To overcome this problem we can use Gravity roller conveyor with pneumatic indexing system.

3. General Information –

3.1. Objective –

The pneumatic conveyor is a new design to replace conventional roller conveyor. Conventional roller conveyor uses motor drive and gives continuous motion. But in pneumatic conveyor system we are desired to achieve intermediate traverse of conveyor belt so as to achieve step by step feed with the help of pneumatic cylinder. In this project a prototype model is prepared where belt conveyor is placed on rollers. The shaft of one of the roller is coupled to sprocket and sprocket is rotated through power plate. The power plate is connected to pneumatic cylinder and is actuated by solenoid valve. So the intermediate rotation is achieved due to reciprocation of the pneumatic cylinder.

The following are important points regarding this objective of study –

Study existing roller conveyor system and its design.

2. Recommendation of new solution for optimization.
3. To reduce the power consumption during packaging.
4. To maintain the accuracy in production.
5. To develop automation unit, so that m/c can easily adopted in today’s automated packaging plants.
6. To make a machine at low cost, low maintenance, low capital investment in less space.
7. To perform the most rigid operation with high speed packaging.

3.2 Scope –

A Conveyor System is one of the most used & preferred equipment all over the world and can be used in wide range of applications. It is an equipment which is used to handle and transport materials within industry premises and used in several industries including automotive, manufacturing, retail, food and beverage, and transportation Conveyors system refers to numerous products such as belt conveyors, roller, and pallet among others. The use of conveyors system ensures handling larger volume of goods & efficiency. Moreover, Factors such as growing industrialization, need of automation to reduce manufacturing costs and waste and growth of e-commerce moving them towards adoption of conveyor systems, Fluctuating raw material prices, environmental regulations, as well as uncertainty of final products hampers the growth of the market significantly.

4. Construction

The pneumatic conveyor system having following main components this can be given below.

1. Rollers.
2. Supporting frame.
3. Double acting cylinder.
4. Solenoid direction control valve DCV.
5. Flow control valves.
6. Pressure regulator unit.
7. Electronics control unit.
8. Limit switch.
9. 12 Volt Transformer for DCV.
5. Working –

As shown in fig. the machine is consists of mainly roller type gravity conveyor & pneumatic indexing type box locking system. When we place box or container at inlet side then due to the gravity & inclination of the conveyor the box slide down from rollers to final end destination. When box reaches to final end destination it touches the limit switch gets OFF & that signal is passes to solenoid valve, so that the compressed air is flows through the to solenoid valve to double acting cylinder to lock the second successive boxes. After packaging goods in boxes when we dispatch first one box then limit switch is get ON & cylinder locking arrangement slide down the second one cylinder. That procedure is repeated continuously to manage packaging time.

Fig. Pneumatic indexing conveyor.
6. Methodology –

![Methodology Diagram]

7. Application –
This conveyor can use in packaging industries where indexing time can be handle by worker packaging efficiency ex. In pharmaceutical industry for box packing in replacement of belt conveyor.

8. Advantages-
1. It can handle only one job at packaging destination with prepared tome limits.
2. Machine work on the low power consumption as compare to the old machine.
3. The operation of the new machine is well controlled, Well balanced system.

4. It approximately matches the efficiency of old packaging machine in low cost application machine.

5. Machine packaging time is less depending on operator speed.

6. Only simple support structures are required Design & fabrication is easy.

7. It is a faster process.

8. Initial investment is low.


10. It minimizes misalignment & less floor space is required.

11. It increases the safety and working condition.

9. Disadvantage-

1. Maintenance cost is high

2. System is bulky

10. Conclusion –

The main aim of project to save time & man-power. The new system is economical and user easy than previous system. Easy to operate, smooth running, safe working for workers, high accuracy
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